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ISSUES OF CONCERN TO CHICAGO
ADDRESSED IN RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING IN THE

FIRST QUARTER 2015

1. School Reform and Education: Efforts to improve student performance and 
achievement, making sure teachers are performing well in the classroom and 
general educational issues in Chicago and suburbs.

2. Business and Job Development: Creating an economic climate that supports 
small business and entrepreneurs.  Provide assistance to develop new businesses 
and jobs in distressed economic areas.  

3. Crime and Violence: Support of community policing efforts in Chicago, efforts to 
reduce gang activity and the spread of gangs into the suburbs, ensuring that the 
police department operates legally and with respect the communities it serves.

4. Transportation: Maintenance, improvement and safety of Chicago’s 
transportation system, including the airports, commuter rail service, and highway 
development.

5. Health Care: Providing adequate facilities for health care, particularly indigent 
care; providing affordable health care and access to services.

6. Voter Information: Helping voters make personal election decisions by giving 
insights into those that are running for offices in upcoming elections.
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WXRT-AM
PROGRAMS THAT ADDRESS COMMUNITY ISSUES

1. At Issue: (Saturdays from 6a-6:30a, except for Jan 17, Feb 21, Mar 21 and 
Sundays from 7a-7:30a. Duration: 30:00)
Locally produced interview show featuring top newsmakers discussing state and
community issues.

2. WXRT Public Affairs Show: (Saturdays from 6a-6:30a on Jan 17, Feb 21 and 
Mar 21.  Duration: 30:00)
Locally produced interview show featuring newsmakers and local charitable  and 
events in the Chicagoland area. 
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I.  SCHOOL REFORM AND EDUCATION

At Issue
February 28 and March 1, 2015
Guest:  Jitu Brown/National Director for the Journey for Justice Alliance  
30 minutes out of 30 minute program

Brown said the referendum on the primary election ballot about Chicago having 
an elected school board was a good indicator of what the public wants. Brown said 95-
percent of the people in Chicago want an elected school board. He said people have 
preferred to have an elected school board predating Mayor Emanuel term in office. 
Brown said there is a higher level of expectation for success at North Side schools 
compared to South side schools. He said what an elected school board would help 
equalize the expectations and curriculum for all schools. Brown said studies have shown 
one out of five charter schools outperform public schools. He said not having an elected 
school board violates the civil rights of Chicago’s citizens.

II. BUSINESS AND JOB DEVELOPMENT 

At Issue
January 3 and 4, 2015
Guests: Ted Wachholz/Exe. Dir. Eastland Disaster Historical Society

 Andrew White/Artistic Dir. at Lookingglass Theatre Company
 Jim Mulvaney/Family member impacted by Eastland disaster 

30 minutes out of 30 minute program

This show was about the 1915 Eastland disaster in Chicago. In 1915 the steam 
ship Eastland, owned by St. Joseph-Chicago Steamship Company, rolled over on the 
Chicago River as it was tied to the dock. Hundreds of people were trapped underneath the 
ship. The boating accident killed 844 people including 22 entire families. Wachholz said 
the Eastland steamer was almost as long as a football field. White said even though it 
happened in the center of downtown Chicago most people have never heard of this 
disaster. White said the Lookingglass Theatre created a related production because he felt 
it was a good way to educate people about the accident and its significance. White said 
the Eastland accident was not as dramatic as the Titanic because the Eastland slowly 
tipped over in the water. Another reason this accident didn’t reach nearly the level of the 
Titanic’s infamy, according to Wachholz, was the lack of rich or famous people onboard.    
Mulvaney said his grandmother was supposed be on the Eastland that day, but she 
overslept and didn’t make it on the boat. Wachholz said the late owner of the Chicago 
Bears, George Halas was supposed to be on the Eastland but arrived late so was not 
aboard. White said the Chicago River is a great river to celebrate and that Mayor 
Emanuel is doing a good job of trying to highlight it. White said that the Chicago river 
should be a historical landmark. Wachholz said the Eastland Disaster Historical Society 
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is working with the City of Chicago to put something permanent on the newest part of the 
Chicago Riverwalk to commemorate the Eastland disaster.  

At Issue
January 10 and 11, 2015
Guests:  Caralynne Nowinski/CEO of U.I. Labs

  Naresh Shah/Sen. Dir. of Operations of U.I. Labs 
30 minutes out of 30 minute program

Nowinski said U.I. Labs is a Chicago-based research and commercialization 
collaborative that brings universities, industry and governmental bodies together to 
address problems.  The collaborative also designs partnerships to apply solutions to 
economic and industrial challenges. Shah said digital manufacturing enhances the current 
methods of manufacturing, giving businesses the ability to use high speed data delivery, 
big data and analytics to solve problems—leading to good business decisions. Nowinski 
said they’d like Goose Island to be thought of as the Silicon Valley of the Midwest. 
Nowinski said the great thing about Chicago and the Midwest is the ability to bring in 
many research institutions to partner with UI Labs. Nowinski said they also have 
partnerships with other states.  Shah said technology outcomes are driven by the 
partnerships that UI Labs has with the City of Chicago, the State of Illinois and company 
partners. Nowinski said they are not trying to replace how universities do research, but 
instead fill in the gaps that exist in current research work.  Shah said they want to help 
work force development in manufacturing because such manufacturing will look very 
different in the future than it does now.  

WXRT Public Affairs Show
January 17, 2015
Guest: Jeannette Pawula, Founder of Charity 4 Life
30 minutes of 30 minute program

Jeannette Pawula, founder of Charity 4 Life, joined Terri Hemmert to discuss how 
they are a group that raises funds to aid agencies in Latin America and the Caribbean that 
work with street kids.  Their mission is “to put street kids on the path to success by 
empowering them to overcome the barriers of street life.  Some of the barriers they face 
are regular access to food and clothing, drugs, gangs, physical and sexual abuse, lack of 
education, and poor emotional support”.   They host a happy hour once a month to 
fundraise and get young adults involved in helping a not-for-profit organization that 
impacts the lives of kids in need.
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At Issue
February 22, 2015
Guests: Ted Dabrowski/Vice President Taxpayer Federation of Illinois 

 Ralph Martirie/Exc. Dir. of the Center for Tax and Accountability
 Carol Portman/President of Taxpayer Federation of Illinois 

30 minutes out of 30 minute program

Portman called it refreshing that people are starting to realize Illinois has a debt 
problem. Portman said the State of Illinois has been spending more money than it brings 
in. Martirie said he does not believe Governor Rauner presented a serious budget, 
because a couple of cuts he proposed are either unconstitutional or violate federal law. 
Dabrowski said Rauner is trying to get the state’s finances back on track and create a 
culture of living within our means. Dabrowski said raising taxes temporarily (several 
years ago by Governor Quinn and the state legislature) was a mistake because while they 
had more money, it made the original problems worse.  He said that’s because 
government just spent that additional money and did not institute any reforms. Martirie 
said the temporary tax increase was flawed when it was passed because it was based on 
the idea the problems were temporary due to the great recession; and they were not. 
Portman said tax revenues usually need to equal current government services, but much 
of current revenues are paying for previous government services. Portman said she is 
very relieved the topic of Illinois’ debt  is being discussed. Dabrowski said if you charge 
higher taxes people they will leave the state. Martirie countered that there has not been a 
study proving people move because of higher taxes. Martirie said people move because 
of jobs, being closer to families, etc. 

III. CRIME AND VIOLENCE

At Issue
March 7 and 8, 2015
Guests:  Thomas Gradel/co-author of Corrupt Illinois 
              Dick Simpson/co-author of Corrupt Illinois   
30 minutes out of 30 minute program

Gradel said Illinois ranks number 3 in the country for convictions on federal 
corruption charges. Gradel said four out of Illinois’ last nine governors have gone to jail, 
with two of them serving at the same time. Simpson said corruption in Chicago can be 
traced back to 1833. He talked about the corruption case of the former comptroller of 
Dixon, Illinois, Rita Crundwell, who stole 53-million dollars from that city. Simpson said 
the Chicago Machine started in 1861. Gradel added the Chicago Machine was perfected 
under Richard J. Daley. Gradel said it will take the public to combat political corruption 
in Illinois. Gradel said Chicago has had 33 aldermen go to jail since 1976. Simpson said 
Illinois has a culture of corruption and many politicians think they are too smart to get 
caught. 
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At Issue
March 28 and 29, 2015
Guest: Tom Dart/Cook County Sheriff             
30 minutes out of 30 minute program

Dart said sheriffs traditionally only have been concerned with holding and 
releasing people and not concerned with how individuals got to jail and where he or she 
is going. Dart said his office treats the process differently, by looking at data.  He said his 
department has concluded those inmates who are not a danger to society, don’t belong in 
jail. Dart said if an inmate just sits in his jail and does nothing, it costs 150-dollars a day 
to hold him or her. He said money is being dumped into a system that is not working. He 
said about 70-percent of mentally ill people are charged with nonviolent crimes, such as 
stealing food from a store. Dart said many mentally ill people have high bonds because 
they don’t show up for court. Dart also said a goal is to institute reforms that could lead 
to repeat offenders staying away from jail for longer periods of time. Then on the topic of 
state budget cuts, Dart said he wrote Governor Bruce Rauner to say  cutting off street 
services will increase the  jail and prison populations. Finally, Dart talked about a finding 
involving prostitutes, that many arrested either are or were wards of the state.     

IV.  TRANSPORTATION

At Issue 
March 22, 2015
Guest: Kirk Dillard/Chairman of the RTA  
30 minutes out of 30 minute program

Dillard said the Regional Transportation Authority is working with the Illinois 
Governor’s office to keep the line of communication open. Dillard said the Governor’s 
proposed budget would cut 9-percent of state funding to the RTA. Dillard said the 
Chicago Transit Authority and CTA chief Forrest Claypool have done a great job in 
making changes. Dillard said if the cuts do go into effect, it would slow down the 
railways. Dillard said Mayor Emanuel has been supportive of mass transit because he 
understands how important it is to the City of Chicago. Dillard said many people use the 
CTA and mass transit system as their main source of transportation. 

 
V.   HEALTH CARE 

At Issue
January 18, 2015
Guests:  David Elin/IL. State Dir. Get Covered

  Jillian Phillips/Dir. of Policy and Government Relations 
30 minutes out of 30 minute program
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Elin said this enrollment period under the Affordable Care Act is different than 
the first go-round a year ago because this enrollment period is only three months long.  
Last year the period lasted six months. Elin said February 15th would be the last day to 
enroll for health insurance. Phillips said her organizations works to help people one-on-
one to get set up for the insurance. Phillips said the heart of the Affordable Care Act is 
that people cannot be denied health insurance if they have a pre-existing health problem. 
Elin said the biggest burden for people is that they are overwhelmed by the idea that they 
can’t afford health insurance. She said people can go on their website to   insurance plans 
for which they are eligible. Elin said people are surprised to find plans they can afford. 
Phillips said about 80-percent of people who have signed up for health insurance are 
receiving tax credit. Elin said people can make an appointment with their organization to 
help with signing up. Elin said ‘Get Covered’ also does events throughout the state to 
educate and help people sign up for health insurance. Phillips said they do not 
recommend specific health insurance plans but do educate folks and help them sign up. 
Elin reminded the penalty for not having health insurance now is $325 per adult, half that 
for a child, or 2-percent of your income.    

WXRT Public Affairs Show
February 21, 2015
Guests: Dr. Karen Larimer, DePaul School of Nursing

 Christine Rekash, heart disease survivor
 Annette Herring, Committee Volunteer

30 minutes of 30 minute program

American Heart Association – Go Red For Women project was talked about on 
this episode.  Discussed heart disease issues and how they affect women.  Discussed heart 
disease and stroke, diet, exercise, smoking, and stress. Also gave an overview of the 
organization’s services provided and upcoming programs to raise awareness.   Guests 
were Dr. Karen Larimer, Assistant Professor at DePaul School of Nursing and AHA 
Chicago Board President, Christine Rekash, volunteer and heart disease survivor, and 
Annette Herring, committee volunteer. 

At Issue
March 14 and 15, 2015
Guest: Dr. William McDade/President of the Il. State Medical Society   
30 minutes out of 30 minute program

McDade said oxycodone prescription abuse in Illinois is low compared to other 
states. McDade said people view prescription drugs as a gateway to illegal drugs like 
heroin. But he also said physicians have an obligation to write out prescriptions for 
patients who are in pain. McDade said in the United States there are places that are 
known as “pill mills” where a physician will prescribe medication without looking at the 
patient’s systems. McDade said he doesn’t know of any pill mills in Illinois. He said as a 
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physician, you have to continue to learn about medicine. McDade said the war on drugs 
started a long time ago. When dealing with addiction, he said money should be spent on 
the treatment side and not on the law enforcement side. No matter the cause, McDade 
said once a person stops breathing, he or she has about eight minutes before they have 
brain damage. He also said Baby Boomers are at an increased risk of getting Hepatitis C. 

VI. VOTER INFORMATION

At Issue
January 24 and 25, 2015
Guest:  William “Dock” Walls/Chicago mayoral candidate 
30 minutes out of 30 minute program

Walls said he is the most qualified out of all the mayoral candidates. He said his 
opponent, Bob Fioretti, votes for big business interests. Walls said another opponent, 
Willie Wilson, made his millions off of the backs of poor people. Walls said his 
campaign has the strongest message on social media. He said incumbent Rahm Emanuel 
gets his money from investment bankers and that he does not have the best interests of 
Chicagoans at heart.  Walls said many people voted for Mayor Emanuel four years ago 
because President Obama told them to.  Mayor Emanuel called on all the challengers to 
release their tax returns, and Walls said he would not do that because Emanuel requested 
it. Walls said Emanuel is not real about the deals he (Emanuel) has made behind closed 
doors. He said Emanuel is not a friend to the average person. Walls called Emanuel mean 
spirited and evil. Walls said he would have kept open all 50 Chicago schools that were 
closed under Emanuel’s watch. Walls also said he does not believe in more taxes. 

At Issue
January 31 and February 1, 2015
Guests:  Brian Gladstein/Dir. Programs & Strategy Common Cause

  Jacob Heubert/Sr. Attorney Liberty Justice Center Il. Pol. Institute  
30 minutes out of 30 minute program

Gladstein said an important question on the ballot for Illinoisans February 24th has 
do with whether or not a donation to a political candidate from a small donor should be 
matched by a fund. Heubert said the Liberty Justice Center is against this idea because 
that match would be public money at a time government is lacking in funds. Heubert said 
the proposal also would impose donation limits, which he said will not make things 
fairer. He said this would put a burden on new candidates, making it more difficult for 
them to enter the political field. Gladstein said in a state that is broke, it is important to 
find people who will make changes. And Gladstein countered that this proposal would 
help even the playing field for smaller political candidates. Gladstein campaigned for yes 
votes because this would increase the opportunities for people to run for office. Heubert 
disagreed, saying it would exclude people. He said no matter what, it takes a certain 
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amount of money to run for office. Heubert said the notion that there is too much 
spending in campaigns is ridiculous. He said the whole point of a campaign is to deliver a 
message about a candidate and to do that effectively, they must spend money. Gladstein 
said the Koch brothers announced they would put 889-million into the 2016 presidential 
election. Heubert said you cannot buy an election; if so Ross Perot would have been 
President. Gladstein talked about unions putting money into the political arena, but said 
they are not outspending private corporations.  

At Issue
February 7 and 8, 2015
Guest:  Rahm Emanuel/Mayor of Chicago 
30 minutes out of 30 minute program

Emanuel said the endorsements from the Chicago Tribune and Crain’s Chicago 
Business are significant because they have shown what he has done for the City of 
Chicago. Emanuel said the Chicago Tribune has highlighted what he has done in regards 
to education, like expanding the school day for kindergarten. Emanuel said he pushed the 
decision to make the school day longer because he felt it was the right thing to do.  He 
said he is happy that companies are staying in Chicago, and he is making sure that the 
neighborhoods in Chicago are seeing benefits from those companies that stay in the city.  
Emanuel said the 50 schools that were closed during his tenure had to be done and no one 
was willing to do it, except him. Emanuel said he does not believe that kids should be 
stuck in under-enrolled or underperforming schools because of politics. Emanuel said he 
took about 425 police officers out of the desk jobs and put them on the streets to patrol. 
Emanuel said he has not raise property taxes during his four years, and all his budgets 
were balanced.   

At Issue
February 15, 2015
Guests: Bita Buenrostro/2nd Ward Aldermanic Candidate 

 Brian Hopkins/2nd Ward Aldermanic Candidate
  Steve Niketopoulos/2nd Ward Aldermanic Candidate

 Alyx Pattison/2nd Ward Aldermanic Candidate
  Stacey Pfingsten/2nd Ward Aldermanic Candidate

 Cornell Wilson/2nd Ward Aldermanic Candidate 
30 minutes out of 30 minute program

Niketopoulos said he was an educational television producer before he put his hat 
in the race for Alderman for the 2nd Ward. Niketopoulos said he wants to represent the 
neighborhood. He said he would build an online presence for the 2nd Ward and he would 
plan to have a walking presence in ward as well. Buenrostro said she wants to be 
Alderman of the 2nd Ward because she wants to make a difference. Buenrostro said she 
would bring safety to the 2nd Ward. She said she supports hiring more police officers in 
the city. Hopkins said the unique gerrymandering of the 2nd Ward raises the workload for 
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a campaign because each neighborhood wants to talk to all the aldermanic candidates. 
Hopkins said they have to work on infrastructure in the city and the 2nd Ward does not 
have a great infrastructure. Hopkins said he wants to add more police officers and reduce 
overtime for law enforcement. Pattison said even though crime manifests itself differently 
in Streeterville than Pulaski Park, it’s still the responsibility of the Alderman to make 
sure the residents in their ward are safe. Pattison said people are worried about how they 
are going to be represented after the re-drawing of the 2nd Ward, so it is important to have 
an Alderman who will be actively connecting to residents in various areas. Wilson said 
he wants to be the 2nd Ward Alderman because with his military background, his legal 
experience and his business administration degree, he would be able to do the job well. 
Wilson said in his first 990 days as Alderman he would do an assessment of the ward and   
meet with all the businesses in the ward that he hasn’t met with already. Pfingsten said 
she wants to be Alderman because she worked in the former 2nd Ward alderman’s office, 
Bob Fioretti, and really loved the job. Pfingsten said because she worked in Fioretti’s 
office, she does not need any training because she followed him day in and day out while 
he was Alderman.   

WXRT Public Affairs Show
March 21, 2015
Guest: Jesus “Chuy” Garcia, Chicago Mayoral candidate
30 minutes of 30 minute program

Jesus “Chuy” Garcia joined Terri Hemmert to discuss the issues plaguing the city 
of Chicago and what his plans would be if elected mayor to fix them.  WXRT did reach 
out to Mayor Rahm Emanuel to fulfill the station’s equal time requirement, but Mr. 
Emanuel did not appear on the program at another time. 

WXRT PSAs run during 1st quarter 2015

Women and Child 1st – 2/28 3:15a, 3/4 11:30a, 3/8 3:45a, 3/13 4:15a, 3/16 2:45a, 3/19 
2:15a, 3/22 3:45a, 3/24 2:45a

Vertical Gallery – 3/13 4:45a, 3/15 5:15a, 3/18 2:45a, 3/21 5:18a, 3/23 3:45a, 11:30a, 
3/25 2:15a, 3/27 4:45a

Chicago Symphony Orchestra – 3/21 4:15a, 3/24 12:20p

Advocate Center at Illinois Masonic Hospital – 3/21 2:45a, 3/23 2:15a, 3/25 3:45a

Dominican University – 3/21 3:15a, 3/26 2:15a, 3/29 2:45a

Art Institute of Chicago – 2/26 2:15a, 3/1 3:45a, 3/3 3:45a, 3/6 4:15a, 3/9 3:15a, 3/11 
2:45a, 3/14 3:45a, 3/16 11:50a
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Columbia College – 3/4 3:15a, 3/7 4:15a, 3/10 2:45a, 3/12 3:45a, 3/15 2:45a, 3/17 3:45a

Bright Side Theatre – 3/5 2:45a, 3/8 3:15a, 3/10 4:45a, 3/13 2:15a, 3:16 3:15a, 3/18 4:15a

Elmhurst College – 3/4 2:15a, 3/7 3:15a, 3/9 4:15a, 3/12 2:45a, 3/14 5:48a, 3/17 2:45a, 
3/18 12:20p

Chicago Bach Project – 2/26 2:45a, 3/1 3:15a, 3/3 3:15a, 3/6 3:45a, 3/9 2:45a, 3/10 
11:50a, 3/14 2:45a, 3/16 4:15a, 3/18 4:45a

Paws Chicago – 3/4 2:45a, 3/7 3:45a, 3/9 4:45a, 3/12 2:15a, 3/14 5:18a, 3/16 4:45a, 3/19 
3:45a

US Forest Service – 2/21 4:15a, 2/24 3:15a, 2/27 4:15a, 3/1 4:45a, 3/3 4:15a, 3/7 2:45a, 
3/11 11:20a, 3/14 4:45a, 3/17 2:15a, 3/19 3:15a

Better Business Bureau – 2/21 4:45a, 2/24 3:45a, 2/28 4:45a, 3/2 3:45a, 3/5 4:45a, 3/8 
4:20a, 3/11 4:45a, 3/14 3:15a, 3/16 3:45a, 3/19 2:45a

Oak Park Food Pantry – 3/13 2:15a, 3/15 4:15a, 3/17 12:20p, 3/20 4:46a

Loyola University – 2/21 3:15a, 2/24 2:45a, 2/28 4:15a, 3/3 2:15a, 3/7 2:15a, 3/10 2:15a, 
3/12 4:15a, 3/15 3:15a, 3/17 4:15a, 3/20 3:45a

Chicago Symphony Orchestra – 3/5 3:15a, 3/8 4:45a

Black Ensemble Theatre – 2/21 3:45a, 2/24 2:15a, 2/27 3:15a, 3/1 4:15a, 5:45a, 3/3 
4:45a, 3/6 4:45a, 3/9 3:45a, 3/11 2:15a

Better Business Bureau – 2/14 3:45a, 2/18 4:15a, 2/22 4:15a, 2/25 3:15a, 2/28 5:45a, 3/2 
4:45a, 3/6 2:15a, 3/8 5:15a, 3/11 4:15a

Radiological Society of North America – 2/14 3:15a, 2/17 4:45a, 2/20 2:45a, 2/22 2:20a, 
2/25 2:15a, 2/28 5:15a, 3/2 4:15a, 3/5 4:15a, 3/9 2:15a, 3/11 3:15a

West Suburban Symphony – 2/21 2:15a, 2/23 4:15a, 3/3 2:45a, 3/6 3:15a, 3/8 5:45a, 3/11 
3:45a, 3/14 4:15a

Elmhurst College – 2/21 5:45a, 2/24 4:45a, 2/27 4:45a, 3/1 5:15a, 3/2 12:20p, 3/5 2:45a

Chicago Symphony Orchestra – 2/21 5:15a, 2/24 4:15a, 2/27 2:15a, 2/28 2:45a, 3/2 
2:15a, 3/3 11:15a

Thodos Dance Chicago – 2/28 3:45a, 3/2 3:15a, 3/5 3:45a
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Art Institute of Chicago – 2/7 2:15a, 2/15 4:45a, 2/19 2:45a, 2/22 5:45a, 2/27 3:45a, 3/2 
2:45a, 3/5 2:15a

Dominican University – 1/31 4:45a, 2/4 3:15a, 2/8 5:15a, 2/11 3:45a, 2/15 3:15a, 2/17 
3:45a, 2/20 2:15a, 2/22 2:45a, 2/25 2:45a

Chicago Cat Rescue – 1/30 2:15a, 1/31 5:18a, 2/4 4:15a, 2/8 4:15a, 2/12 2:45a, 2/17 
2:15a, 2/19 4:16a, 2/23 2:45a, 11:20a, 2/26 4:45a, 2/28 2:15a

American Red Cross – 1/31 3:15a, 2/4 2:15a, 2/8 3:45a, 2/11 2:45a, 2/15 4:15a, 2/18 
2:15a, 2/20 3:15a, 2/22 3:45a, 2/25 3:45a, 3/1 2:20a

16th Street Theater – 2/7 2:15a, 2/10 2:15a, 2/13 4:45a, 2/16 4:15a, 2/19 3:15a, 2/23 
2:15a, 2/25 4:15a

Better Business Bureau – 1/29 4:45a, 2/3 3:15a, 2/7 5:47a, 2/10 4:15a, 2/14 5:15a, 2/18 
3:15a, 2/20 3:45a, 2/22 3:15a, 2/25 4:45a

Lincoln Park Shelter – 2/14 2:15a, 2/16 4:45a, 2/19 3:45a, 2/20 4:45a, 2/23 3:15a, 2/25 
11:20a

University of Chicago – 2/14 2:45a, 2/17 3:15a, 2/19 4:45a, 2/23 4:45a, 2/27 2:45a

Barnes & Noble – 2/21 2:45a, 2/23 3:45a, 2/26 3:45a

DuSable Museum – 1/29 2:4a, 2/5 4:15a, 2/12 4:45a, 2/14 4:45a, 2/18 3:45a, 2/24 11:50a

Garfield Museum – 1/24 3:45a, 1/29 4:15a, 2/5 2:45a, 2/15 2:19a, 2/18 4:45a, 2/22 5:15a

Women and Child First – 1/31 2:15a, 2/4 4:45a, 2/8 5:45a, 2/11 4:15a, 2/15 5:15a, 2/17 
11:50a

Columbia College – 1/31 2:45a, 2/3 4:45a, 2/8 2:15a, 2/10 4:45a, 2/14 5:45a, 2/17 2:45a

Goodman Theatre – 1/29 2:16a, 2/2 3:45a, 2/6 2:50a, 2/9 3:45a, 2/13 3:15a, 2/16 3:15a, 
2/19 2:15a

Field Museum – 1/17 3:15a, 1/19 3:45a, 1/22 3:45a, 1/25 4:45a, 1/28 3:15a, 2/2 4:15a, 
2/7 4:45a, 2/10 3:45a, 2/15 2:45a, 2/17 4:15a


